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Presentation Outline:
1) Introduction/Definition of Archives for Our Session:
2) Have a Strategy for:
· Creating an Archives  
· Approach for Grant Funding
3) Overview of our Project:










National Archives and Records Administration (NARA)
National Historical Publication Records Commission (NHPRC) 
State Historical Records Advisory Board (SHRAB) of Minnesota
Institutional Records of the Minneapolis Institute of Arts (MIA)
Establishing an Archives /Records Management Program for  the   
Minneapolis Institute of Arts 
July 1, 2009 – November  30, 2012
A grant project generously funded by the 
National Historical Publications and Records Commission
Overarching Project Goals:
1) To preserve the historical records of the MIA for future   
generations.
2) To create access to the historical documentary holdings of the 
MIA  Archives.
3)  To facilitate online global access to these collections.
Establishing an accessible, sustainable archives program is integral to the 
MIA’s mission and its strategic plan as it will: 
1) Enable the museum to build on existing preservation efforts.
2) Increase accessibility to collections.
3) Expand the educational reach of the MIA to adult and scholarly 
academic communities.
4) Position the museum to engage in collaborative online initiatives based on
historic collections with other organizations and digital 
Libraries/Archives.
5) Safeguard the museum’s institutional memory.
NHPRC support enabled the MIA to hire a Project Archivist 
who worked in collaboration with staff to:
1) Conduct a museum-wide records survey.
2) Develop records disposition schedules for all museum departments.
3) Promote an understanding of the archives project amongst museum 
staff.
4) Arrange and describe archival collections on a series level which will 
be made searchable through both the MIA Library’s online catalog 
and WorldCat.
5) Establish an initial MIA website presence for the archives through 
EAD finding aid guides.
6) Create a manual for both the records management program and the 
overall archives.
7) Prepare for future preservation initiatives of documentary collections.
8) Set up sustainability guidelines for maintaining the program .









